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The Kurilian Bobtail is a
naturally occurring bobtailed
cat with substantial boning,
well muscled and a semicobby body; large head,
moderate wedge shape with
rounded contours and wide at
the cheekbone level; the chin
is rounded in profile. The
impression one should get
when viewing the Kurilian
Bobtail is one of strength and
power.

The Japanese Bobtail should
present the overall impression
of a medium-sized cat with
long clean lines and bone
structure. It is well muscled,
but straight and slender rather
than massive in build. The
unique set of its eyes,
combined
with
high
cheekbones and a long parallel
nose, lends a distinctive
Japanese cast to the face,
especially in profile, which is
quite different from the other
Oriental breeds.

The Pixiebob is a domestic cat
with a visual similarity to the
N orth A m erican B obcat,
ha ving a s tro ng he a v y
muscular
body with
substantial boning, inverted
pear-shaped head, heavily
hooded eyes and a strong
muzzle and chin.

The Mekong Bobtail is a
medium sized colorpoint cat,
with an amusing short tail in
the form of a pom-pom or
brush. The head is a short
wedge with gently rounded
contours. Ears are of average
size, eyes oval and set straight.
Athletic body type with strong
graceful paws.

The Manx/Cymric are medium
sized, compact, muscular cats.
They have a rounded head
with a firm muzzle and
prominent cheeks.
Having
short front legs, longer hind
legs, great depth of flank and a
short back which forms a
smooth continuous arch from
the shoulders to the round
rump. Slow maturing,
allowance should be made for
young cats in judging depth of
flank, stud jowls in the male
and overall lack of maturity.
They should appear tailless.
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The American Bobtail, native
to North America, is a
medium to large, naturally
occurring short-tailed cat
which is a product of natural
selection. It is a hearty breed
that has all the intelligence and
skill that nature demands of
her creatures. The American
Bobtail displays the look of an
athletic animal, well-muscled
and solid, with the appearance
of power. The breed should
a ls o b e n o te d f o r a n
exceptional disposition and
adaptability. Breed is slow to
mature, taking 2-3 years.
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Large, moderate wedge shape,
rounded in contours, wide at
the cheekbone. With a flat to
e v e r -s o - s lig h t l y r o u n d e d
forehead and a very slight dip
at the eye level, to the broad,
medium length, straight nose,
the chin is rounded in profile.

Almost equilateral triangle,
gentle curves. Although the
head appears long and finely
chiseled, it forms an almost
perfect equilateral triangle
with gentle curving lines, high
cheek bones and a noticeable
whisker break.

Broad modified wedge with
gently rounded contours,
without noticeable flat planes
or doming. Size in proportion
to body. Gentle concave curve
between nose and brow.
Muzzle slightly wider than
long, break at well-defined
cheeks.

Medium to large inverted wide
pear shape, slightly rounded
forehead to eye ridge, slight
concave curve from eye ridge
to bridge of nose. W ide nose,
slightly convex with large
brick color nose leather and
slight nose bump.

Gently rounded contours. Top
of head is slightly flat. Curved
profile, with the dip below eye
level. Roman nose, strong
chin and lower jaw, fine oval
muzzle with a whisker break.

Rounded and slightly longer
than broad. Medium in size.
Cheeks are prominent with
stud jowls in the mature stud
cat. Gentle nose dip with a
moderately rounded forehead.
Muzzle slightly longer than
broad with definite muzzle
break, round whisker pads.

